New monitoring technique with an ICA algorithm in the wastewater treatment process.
A new monitoring method using independent component analysis (ICA) is suggested for the wastewater treatment process (WWTP). ICA is an extension of PCA (Principal Component Analysis). While PCA can only impose independence up to the second order (mean and variance) with constraint on the direction vectors to be orthogonal, ICA imposes statistical independence up to more than second order on the individual component and has no orthogonal condition. When the variables have the Gaussian distribution, PCA itself provides a satisfactory result in monitoring performance. However, the measured variables are not often normally distributed. In this case, ICA can provide better monitoring results than PCA since ICA is based on the assumption that the latent variables are not normally distributed. In this paper, the ICA monitoring algorithm with kernel density estimation was applied to fault detection and diagnosis of the wastewater simulation benchmark. ICA with kernel density estimation gives better results than PCA in disturbance detection in spite of severe periodic features of the wastewater plant.